
 

 
 

SPEECH COMMUNICATION CLUSTER MEETING MINUTES 
 

August 25, 2020 
1:30-3:30 pm  

Remote via Zoom 
 

*Addendum:  
September 14, 2020 

 
ITEM 1. Minutes Approval April 20, 2020 
 
Discussion Shauna Darling (Cluster Chair) inquired about Signature Assignments. Lori Crane clarified 

the nature and goal of signature assessments including a description of the variety of 
assignments, inclusion of various disciplines, and promotion of outcomes. Rhona Trust 
shares experience submitting signature assessments with common rubric and ILOs.  

 
 *Rhonda moves to approve April 20, 2020 minutes. CatherineMontero seconds approval.  
 
ITEM 2. Self-reported Assessment for Institutional Learning Outcomes 

a. Review Flyer 
b. Discuss process  
c. Socio-Cultural understanding as per Emmanuel Alvarado  

 
Queries: Rhonda Trust poses questions: 

• In the classes for which signature assessments were submitted, in what year or 
semester are students enrolled?  

• How would students’ individual competency, knowledge from previous 
courses, and proficiency, affect quality of responses to signature assessments?  

 
Data source: Rhonda inquired whether this data would be available from Karen Pain. Recommendation 

to check with Karen Pain for availability of student data.  
 
 Victor Gent expressed interest regarding the initial announcement requesting submissions 

for Signature Assignments. Megan Tomei-Jameson affirms that subject was initiated from 
communication received via PBSC email. 

 
Queries: Additional inquiries were made regarding choice of ILOs: 

• Does the instructor choose which ILO to submit their assignment?  
• Can we submit to more than one ILO? 
• What are the other ILOs? 

 
Data Source: Lori Crane affirms the instructor is given the choice of ILOs for submission.    
 



Discussion: Further inquiries were made regarding submission to other ILOs besides the 
Communication and Critical Thinking ILOs. Common consensus favors submission to 
Socio-Cultural category. Victor Gent inquired about expectations, benchmarks, and areas 
assessed. Rhonda Trust responded by describing experience working on committee and 
scoring rubric for Signature Assessments.  

 
ITEM 3.  Textbook Adoption Update 
 
Inquiry: Shauna Darling requested update on Textbook adoption. 
 
Data Source: Lori Crane confirms that 7th edition of Human Communication was approved for Adjunct 

Faculty based on previous meeting discussion, but when to adopt the new edition was not 
decided.  

 
Inquiry: Lori Crane posed question:  

• How long should 6th edition of textbook be used? Additional questions were posed 
regarding availability of 6th Ed. in 2021. 

• Textbook representative was referenced indicating 6th Ed. will be available in 
Spring and Summer 2021. However, Fall is uncertain as 7th edition will be available 
by then.  

 
Victor Gent requested clarification of move to 7th Ed. and 6th Ed. as choice of textbook 
edition for Fall 2020. 
  

Data Source:  Shauna Darling and Lori Crane confirmed decision from previous meeting to use 6th Ed.  
 for Fall 2020 but adopt 7th Ed. for 2021. 
 
Inquiry: Lori Crane makes textbook adoption proposal with revision: 

• First proposal: Move to adopt 7th Ed. of textbook in Fall 2021.  
o Changes in new edition are not substantial. New edition includes additional 

resources and greater accessibility for remote and online learning.  
o Concerns include adopting textbook in Spring 2021 may be too early. 
o Leonie Escoffery suggests Spring 2021 allows additional time to prepare for 

move from Blackboard to Canvas in Spring.   
• Revised proposal: Move to adopt 7th Ed. in Spring 2021 to accommodate easier 

transition for Adjunct Faculty in Fall 2021 with move from Blackboard to Canvas. 
 

Action: Victor Gent moves to approve proposal. Marcie Pachter seconds proposal. Cluster was 
unanimous in approval to adopt textbook in Spring vs. Fall 2021. Cluster concurs that 
current textbook is still preferred vs. change to another text or publisher. Positives include 
simple, affordable, comprehensive, easy layout, and accessible.  

 
 Cluster conveys consensus on concern for adjunct faculty support and recognition of work 

with move from Blackboard to Canvas and recommends earlier adoption of 7th Ed. 
Consensus includes Dave Rossman, Catherine Montero, and Michelle Biferie.  

 
Discussion:  Lori Crane proposes discussion of possible term for new textbook edition adoption with 

Adjunct Faculty. Cluster concurs including the suggestion of a survey for Adjunct Faculty 
by Michelle Biferie to seek their opinion on textbook adoptions.  

 
Action:  Shauna Darling requests Dept. Chair Leonie Escoffery request Adjunct Faculty input.  



 
Inquiry: Steve Frishman requests clarification regarding deadline to confirm textbook change. 
 
Data Source:  Lori Crane mentions October deadline for textbook submission. Marcie Pachter proposes 

earlier deadline to restart conversation: Friday, Sept. 11 at noon to meet and finalize 
textbook adoption. Cluster consents to suggested deadline for final approval of 7th Ed. 
Human Communication textbook adoption. 

 
ITEM 4.  New Business  
 

a. General Questions for Cluster Regarding Student Video Editing  
b. Virtual Office Hours vs. College Business Hours 
c. Student Recording of Lectures  

 
Inquiry:  Shauna Darling poses question:  

• For student videos, is it a speech if they use edits? 
 
Discussion: a. Rhona Trust mentioned noticeable increase in video edits for speeches submitted during 

remote learning. Common concerns include increased use of reading from screen during 
speeches over the Spring and Summer 2020, common use of screen edits, unfairness of 
edits if option is not available to all students, video presentations not reflecting real world 
speaking situations such as a typical classroom speeches, and presentation aid use in 
videos not permissible in prepared speaking situations.  

 
 Lori Crane and Leonie Escoffery mentioned importance of good camera etiquette. 

Additional concerns included appropriate video presentation etiquette such as direct eye 
contact with camera eye, professional behavior on camera, and use and display of 
presentation aids in video presentations. 

 
Action:  A variety of preferences for video format were mentioned. Options included giving 

students the choice to use edits, prohibiting edits completely, or permitting edits for one 
speech while restricting or prohibiting edits for another speech. Most preferred no edits. 
Recommendations from Catherine Montero and Shauna Darling included posting early 
drafts of videos and presentation aids to Discussion Forums for review and revision.  

  
Inquiry: b. Shauna Darling poses question regarding the posting and availability of office hours. 

E.g. How are office hours handled in Blackboard or Zoom?  
 
Discussion:  Michelle Biferie prefers setting up appointments on Collaborate Ultra. Other responses  
 included hosting office hours in Zoom and using websites such as Calendly.  
 
Inquiry: Rhonda Trust inquires whether instructors are required to list office hours at a particular 

time or range e.g. 8:00 am to 5:00 pm? If hours are completed in the evening, are those 
counted towards office hours? Should office hours be posted to Faculty Home Page?  

 
Discussion: Leonie Escoffery mentions that teaching classes on Saturday generally included 

completing office hours Monday to Thursday during typical day time hours, except Friday, 
with office hours on Saturday.   

 
Data Source: Sheila Scott-Lubin clarifies that instructions are only required to be available for 10 office 

hours per week, faculty may hold office hours before class or at night if they are available. 
Responding to a query by Victor Gent regarding request for instructor office hours, Sheila 



Scott-Lubin responds that College requires the administrative entry of Office Hours in 
Panthernet and further clarifies that posting office hours is helpful especially for students 
with busy schedules.  

 
Action: Michelle Biferie, Shauna Darling, and Victor confirm consensus with offering extended 

office hours for students throughout the week. Consensus shows instructors are frequently 
available and accessible to students throughout the week to support student success.  

 Cluster agrees office hours may be posted to Faculty Home Page, and completed using  
 Various platforms including Collaborate or Zoom.  
 
Discussion c.  Shauna Darling requests Kerry-Ann Brown clarify question of policy regarding student  

recording of class sessions based on recent College communication indicating restrictions 
on class recordings by students and possibly faculty.  

 
Data Source:  Sheila Scott-Lubin clarifies the context of previous College communication on class  

recordings indicating that students are prohibited from recording professor’s video lectures 
or virtual class sessions. Recommends adding wording to syllabus stating that students are 
not permitted to record class meetings as this would be a violation of the Student 
Handbook. 
 

Discussion:  Rhonda Trust supports this recommendation and mentions violation of privacy while 
Victor Gent affirms FERPA violation as consequence of prohibited class recordings. 
Further clarification indicates recordings of class meetings in a video platform such as 
Zoom may violate FERPA if personally identifiable information such as a student’s image, 
audio, or chat are visible in the recording.  
 

Action:  Shauna Darling requests clarification from Sheila Scott-Lubin confirming that students are 
not permitted to share video link of recorded class meeting. Additional questions for 
clarification include: 1) Can instructor’s record students during class meetings? 2) Are you 
(the instructor) able to share the links to recorded class meetings with students in Zoom or 
Collaborate?” 3) Do these recordings violate FERPA? 

 
Discussion:  Concerns include the automatic availability of class recordings in Collaborate, frequent  

messages in College communication recommending or suggesting that class sessions 
should be recorded, and whether this should be addressed with e-Learning. Additional 
concerns included whether instructors should make sessions available for students in 
Collaborate Ultra and Zoom for review, though this may allow students to share link 
outside of class, a violation of FERPA.  

 
Data Source:  Sheila Scott-Lubin clarifies that class recordings are only available in Collaborate Ultra if  

we initiate the recordings of the class session. Additional clarification indicates eLearning 
may have assumed only recordings by the instructor with just the content of the lecture and 
the professor’s image or speech were permitted and would be available to students. 
eLearning may not be aware that wording in eLearning tutorials or other messaging seems 
to recommend and encourage recording of class meetings despite FERPA violation 
concerns. 
 

Discussion:  Leonie Escoffery clarified that students often expected to be recorded, and requested they  
be recorded during their presentations or during a class session.  
 

Data Source:  Sheila Scott-Lubin will check with Legal Counsel to clarify permissions for class  
recordings and student access to class recordings in Collaborate Ultra and Zoom. 



 
Adjournment.  Catherine Montero motions and Marcie Pachter seconds the motion. 
 
*Post-Meeting Update 
 
  Per mail sent to Speech Cluster by Sheila Scott-Lubin Aug. 26, 2020: 

“It is okay to record your LIVE session as long as the link is restricted to the 
students in the class via Bb Ultra Collaborate since it is a protected platform unlike 
ZOOM or an email with the link.  I understand from Sid that there are settings in 
Bb to further restrict a student’s ability to share the link outside of Bb.  […]  I 
strongly suggest language in your syllabus prohibiting students from sharing 
recorded class sessions outside of the class.” 
 

Addendum:  On Sep. 11, 2020, Lori Crane made motion to change the 7th edition of Human 
Communication for our adjunct faculty starting in January of 2021. Marcie Pachter 
seconds the motion.  

 
On Sep. 11, 2020, Shauna Darling, Cluster Chair confirms the Speech Cluster approves the 
adoption of Human Communication 7th Ed Spring 2021 with unanimous consent. 

 
 
Attendance: 

   

Shauna Darling (Cluster Chair) 
Catherine Montero  
Dave Rossman 
David Childers (retired) 
Kerry-Ann Brown (Scribe) 
Leonie Escoffery  
Lori Crane 
Marcie Pachter 
Megan Tomei-Jameson  
Michelle Biferie 
Rhonda Trust 
Steve Frishman 
Victor Gent 
 
Guest 
Sheila Scott-Lubin, Interim Dean, Academic Affairs   
 
Absent 
Kris L. Courtney 
 
 
Submitted by:                                                      
 
 
Kerry-Ann Brown 

[name], Scribe 
 
c. Minutes Distribution List 


